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IF YOU LIKE LOW P T MULTIPARTICLE PHYSICS, YOU'LL LOVE
HUCLEOS-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS

OR
DO E T DISTRIBUTIONS OBEY KNO SCALING IN HIGH ENERGY pp AND

NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS?

Michael J. Tannenbaum
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973 USA

ABSTRACT

Measurements of neutral transverse energy spectra in p~p, d-d and
<x-ct in teract ions at the CERN ISR are presented . 1 ' The source of
transverse energy i s the emission of r e l a t i v e l y low PT p a r t i c l e s
d is tr ibuted uniformly. Analysis of the oa data in terms of mult ip le
nucleon-nucleon c o l l i s i o n s i s most convenient when Gamma d i s t r ibut ions
are used to represent the spectral shapes. This d i s t r i b u t i o n bears a
strong re la t ionship to the Negative Binomial Dis tr ibut ion which
describes m u l t i p l i c i t y d i s t r ibut ions in pp and pp in teract ions over
the f u l l avai lable energy range. Extensive analys i s of the data i s
presented in terms of Nuclear Models. However, the bes t f i t t o the pp
and Ota data i s a s ing l e Gamma d i s t r ibut ion scaled by the mean va lue .
This property i s a l s o known as KIO s c a l i n g .
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Introduction

Inclusive single particle production at large transverse momentum,

PT, from heavy nuclear targets was first studied by Cronin and
2)collaborators at Femilab in the period 1973-1977, basically because of

the unavailability of liquid hydrogen targets„ They measured the invariant

cross section Ed cr/dp , for inclusive ft K p,p production near 90° from in-

teraction of 200 to 400 GeV/c protons with an assortment of nuclear targets

and found that the atomic weight dependence at fixed PT could be'
3) "represented by a power law:

This was dubbed the "Anomalous Nuclear Enhancement."

In the period 1980 tr 1983, some additional data became available.

Among the most noteworthy were the results from the Multiparticla Spectrome-

ter Group at Ferv.- l.&> who presented the first measurement of transverse

energy, Ê ., emission in t'..a central region of pA collisions. In this type

measurement, the transverse energy, E_ « E.sinO^, is summed over all the

particles emitted on an event into a fixed but large solid angle, typically

A<|> • 2TT, Ay • ±1, where y is the rapidity measured in the c m . system. A

frequency distribution, or spectrum of E^ over all events is then computed.

The Ep spectrun covered the range 1 <_ Ej £ 21 GeV for proton collisions on

several nucleii from hydrogen to lead, at ^s™. " 27.4 GeV, and showed that

the parameterization A was still reasonable. However, the exponent a had

risen to values as high as Ct » 2.0. The A.F.S. Group at CERN also

presented a charged E_ spectrum, reconstructed from charged particles

observed on a minimum bias trigger from the 1980 aa and pa runs at the

ISR. The spectrum falls 4 orders of magnitude over the charged Ej range

from 0 to 12 GeV.

Results from the 1983 CERN ISR Run

I shall now present the final results for the total neutral energy

spectrun, &£»•.' for pp? dd and aa c c l li sio n s *t ̂ sm " ^1 GeV *s

measured by the BCMOR collaboration, -ISR experiment R110. In this experi-

ment, the total neutral energy emitted in the central region was measured

using an electromagnetic shower counter which detected, but did not sepa-

rately resolve, the photons from the decays of iTa and T1° particles (ft0 •+•



i ,

Tft n° "*" yP« T^e center-of-mass acceptance in which the neutral energy

was detected covered 90% of 2TT in azimuth with an average rapidity accep-

tance inside this region of Ay • ±0.9. Details of the apparatus can be

found elsewhere.6>7)

The energy (e) and transverse energy feT " esinO) in the N-N CM system

ware calculated for each electromagnetic shower in the detector, assuming

the energy was deposited by massless neutral particles originating at the

interaction vertex. For each event these energies were summed to give the

total neutral energy KJW * ?£• or transverse neutral energy E° •
r - i A *• i l

. T . Then a frequency distribution of the number of events per GeV of

E^Q£ and E£ was made and divided by the integrated luminosity L to obtain

the spectra (1/L) (dN/dE°OT) and (1/L) (dN/dE°), as shown in Fig. I. The

data cover 10 orders of magnitude!

Only the statistical errors are shown in Fig. 1. The systematic

errors are small for the E£OT spectra but are much worse for E». Thus,

the E!fpj< spectra are used for further analysis, since in this detector
<ET0T> = 1 ' 1 5 < E T > "

The pp and out spectra shown in Fig. 1 both become exponentially

decreasing for values of E^—, > 5 GeV and 12 GeV, respectively. The

logarithmic derivatives are -1.26 + 0.01 GeV for pp and -0.83 + 0.02

GeV for act > including all systematic corrections except for the absolute

scale error which introduces a common ±5% uncertaintly in the values of the

slopes. The ratio of the Ota to the pp spectra rises monotonieslly from a

factor of 7 at E ^ , -1.5 GeV to 105 at E£OT rf> 19 GeV. Note that the act

data extend beyond the nucleon-nucleon kinematic limit. This indicates the

inadequacy of the parameteiisation R(aa/pp) - (AjA-)a for the Ej O T spec-

trun. The exponent a just increases linearly with E°~_ until 19 GeV, when

the pp data run out, and would be uniiofined beyond the kinematic limit. -

Analysis of the Data

It is not really suprising that the parameterization which worked for

inclusive single pa'rticle production should be inadequate for the descrip-

tion of the total energy spectrum in nucleus-nucleus collisions. Single

particle spectra are thought to be the result of a single hard collision of

nucleons, and thus are sensitive mainly to successive collision effects as

an incident nucleon passes'through a nucleus before making a hard colli-

sion. By contrast, E^_ is the sum over many particles in the detector,
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so i t is directly sensitive to multiple simultaneous (or parallel) nu-
8 9)cleon-nucleon (N-N) collisions in the interacting nucleii. '

Therefore, i t i s sensible to analyze the E° _, spectra of act and dd in-
teractions as the result multiple parallel N-N collisions, with each N-N
collision producing the observed E°_ spectrum of pp interactions. To do
this the pp spectrum was treated as the probability function for the col l i -
sion of two nucleons:

f (V) m -1—
V E ) pp

in

where O?P - /^(do/dE) dE and the f.(E) i s the differential prob-in u pp i
abi l i ty for the emission of energy E in dE in our detector for a single nu-

cleon-nucleon co l l i s i on . Then, f (E)dE, the probability of observing E in

dE for n such co l l i s ions overlapped, i s simply a convolution integral:

y v •
where 0 £ E_ £ °^saa' H e " , E- represents the energy emitted on n
collisions. The first term inside the integral is the probability of
emitting energy E on one collision and the second term is the probability
of emitting a total of E«-E on n-1 collisions.

It should be noted that all the n-collision spectra are normalized to
unity; only the shape is determined. They can be renormalized to the proba-
bi l i ty or cross section for n simultaneous parallel nucleon-nucleon
collisions, i f this i s known from a model. Alternatively, the data can be
used to f it for the n-collision cross sections a , n - l ,2 , . . .m as
parameters:

, . »

The analysis is greatly facilitated by using a gamma distribution to
represent the N-N probability distribution f.(E). The pp spectrum in Fig.
1 i s f i t - t o the function



f, (E)1 * VP, ( 2 )

for the parameters p and a. It should be noted that p > 0, a > 0, f,(E) is

normalized to unity over the range 0 <_ E <_• and that T(p) is the gamma

function of p, • (p-1)! if p is

data very well with the result:

p)

function of p, • (p-1)! if p is an integer. The function fits the pp

O - 1.41 ± 0.01 GeV"1 p - 2.50 ± 0.06

ain " l 3 < 1 * °'3 m b x 2 " 24'6'15 <»•<>•*•

The energy spectrum produced by n simultaneous independent N-N collisions,

for n « 1,2,3...., is then simply given by the function:

f (E) - « J L T (cxE)1*"1 e"ctEn r CnpJ

with the values of a and p determined above. All the fn(E) remain

normalized to unity.

The "Wounded Nucleon Model" has been used successfully by the AFS

group ' to relate the multiplicity distributions of pp, ctp, and aa colli-

sions at /Sj™ * 31 GeV. The relative cross sections for n nucleon-nucleon

collisions per Gtot interaction is predicted:

in

The main distinctive feature of the "Wounded Nucleon Model" is that it

counts the number of struck nucleons geometrically, using measured nucleon

density distributions; and that a nucleon contributes only once to the pro-

duction of particles no matter how many times (>_l) it is successively

struck. These predictions can be applied directly in eqution C D , with

Equations (2) nnd (3) used for fn(E), if n is allowed to take on half-

integer as well-as integer values. For instance, n • 2h. corresponds to 5

wounded nucleons.

The results of the fits are shown in Fig. 2.
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the solid line on the pp data is the fit to Equation (2) given above.

The broken line on the <** data is the best fit using the n-collision

probabilities derived by the AFS collaboration from their charged

multiplicity data. This fits the E^™ spectrum out to 10 GeV, or about 1%

orders of magnitude down in crosy section. The short-dashed line on the on

data allows the cr , n"l,l*i,2.»..4, to take on the values which give the

best fit to the data. This curve fits the VZ~~ spectrum out to 20 GeV, or

over 4H orders of magnitude. It is instructive to note that the r parame-
12)

ters of the best fit are roughly the original AFS r parameters plus a

10% probability for all the nucleons in the interacting Ot particles to

simultaneously collide, which is much larger than previous estimates.

Above 20 GeV in E° there is tail, at a level of 10~ of the interaction

cross section> which is not explained in this model. In summary, the

"Wounded Nucleon Model" works well for the first 90Z of the Ota cross

sections, and can fit the data with unlikely parameters over half the

measured range of *£__,, but is unable to explain the high energy tail of

the data which is exponential over a 6 order-of-magnitude range of cross

section.

A surprising result was obtained by fitting the Ota spectrum to a sin-

gle gamma distribution (Equation 2) with all parameters free. This is the

solid line on the act data in Fig. 2. The fit is quite reasonable over the

whole E T 0 T ran8e> w*tn parameters:

a =- 0.822 ± 0.005 GeV"1 p - 2.48 ± 0.05

ain * 1 2 4 * 1 - 5 m b x 2 " 1 3

The fact that the parameter p is the same within errors for both the pp and

Cta data means that the E£__ spectra for pp and on interactions measured in
13 4)13 14)

this experiment obey KNO scaling. ' The tails of both the pp and Cta

distributions are the same when measured in units of the average value of

the observed energies, <E«0-,
>! If this effect were to persist for the col-

lisions of heavier nucleii, the range of energy densities accessible in rel-

ativistic heavy ion collisions would be extended dramatically, ' thus

increasing the likelihood of being able to produce and detect a quark-gluon

plasma in the laboratory.
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